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Summary 

Public libraries providing free access to books and other sources of information are a vital 
and much-loved service. Recent campaigns against the closure of local libraries have 
highlighted the strong attachment that many people feel to this service. However, much of 
the focus of the campaigns has been on library branches rather than the broader question 
of the preservation—and, if possible, enhancement—of the library service. Reductions in 
opening hours and the loss of professional staff may damage the service more than the 
closure of particular buildings, even though premises are clearly key to comprehensive 
provision. 

Local authorities are under considerable financial pressure at present and have to make 
budgetary decisions swiftly. The provision of a library service is a statutory duty, but a 
number of councils have drawn up plans that fail to comply with the requirement to 
provide a ‘comprehensive and efficient’ service. A good starting point is the consultation 
being carried out under the aegis of the Arts Council into exactly how people use the 
service at present. Making a full assessment of the needs of the local population for the 
services provided by libraries is key to developing plans for changes to the service. While 
guidance on how to assess local needs is available, the Department for Culture, Media and 
Sport and the Arts Council (the body which now has responsibility for promoting good 
practice in the service) need to do more to disseminate it. The support of the Local 
Government Association and the professional librarians will be needed in this task. 

Although the current crisis may appear to bode ill for the future of public libraries, it also 
presents an opportunity for a thorough reassessment of their role and of the way they are 
organised. We were given many examples of innovative thinking about what libraries can 
offer to the local population, and a number of models of how those services might be 
provided. Under the pressure of budget cuts, co-operation between library authorities, 
partnerships with other public and private bodies, development of new services and the 
greater sharing of good practice open the possibility of providing more flexible, 
imaginative and efficient library services in future. 

Councils which have transferred the running of libraries to community volunteers must, 
however, continue to give them the necessary support, otherwise they may well wither on 
the vine and therefore be viewed as closures by stealth. 

During our inquiry, the Minister gave us a commitment to produce a report by the end of 
2014 on the cumulative effect on library services of the cuts in local authority provision and 
the promotion of alternatives such as transfers to community volunteers. We welcome that 
commitment and look forward to that report. Enthusiasm over the scope for volunteers, 
and for new models of provision, is fine, but—given the importance of library services—a 
systematic look at the impact of funding cuts and re-organisation is needed to assess the 
durability of such changes over time. 

 

 
 





 

 

1 Background 

Introduction 

1. Public Libraries have been an important element of local life since 1850, when the first 
Public Libraries Act gave power to town councils to levy a small rate for the establishment 
of public libraries and museums in all municipal towns. (The rate was intended only for 
buildings: no provision was made for the purchase of books.) This—to modern eyes—
modest measure raised considerable concerns, and the debate on Second Reading of the 
Bill threw up a number of arguments familiar to those interested in the public library 
service today: the utility of libraries in spreading literacy and the love of learning; the 
benefits of voluntarism over public provision; even disagreements about the use of library 
facilities for other purposes, such as lectures.1 Certainly, the provision of public libraries 
has been a subject of controversy from the beginning. 

2. The most recent legislation governing the provision of public libraries is the Public 
Libraries and Museums Act 1964 (the 1964 Act). This was introduced mainly because of 
the proliferation of library authorities under the then statutory regime: the Government of 
the day wished to reduce the total number of authorities (there were more than 600 by 
1942), and in particular to merge or dissolve the smallest and least efficient authorities. In 
addition to sweeping away several hundred authorities, the Act imposed duties on both 
local library authorities and the relevant Minister in respect of delivering a free and 
effective library service to the public.2  

3. Currently, the Department for Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) has overall 
responsibility for national library policy and individual local authorities are responsible for 
the library service in their areas. There are 151 library authorities in England, running 
nearly 3,500 libraries and spending more than £900 million each year on library services.3 
Central Government funding for local libraries comes from the local government finance 
settlement and is administered by the Department for Communities and Local 
Government (DCLG). It is not ring-fenced. Local authorities are responsible for deciding 
how to allocate core funding to public libraries in the light of their statutory duties under 
the 1964 Act and local priorities.  

4. Since the Comprehensive Spending Review instituted by the new Government in 2010, 
the grants given by central government to local authorities have reduced significantly while 
restrictions on the ability of local authorities to increase council tax for their residents and 
local businesses remain in place. Local authorities face a decrease of, on average, 28% in 
their income over the Spending Review period4 and, in reviewing which services they 
should cut, some local authorities have decided to close one or more libraries in their area. 
This has sparked a series of campaigns and protests in areas where library closures have 
been planned. 

 
1 HC Deb, 13 March 1850, col 838–849 

2 The relevant provisions of the Act are discussed in paragraphs 7 and 8 below 

3 Ev 68 

4 Ev 78, para 1 
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This Inquiry 

5. After receiving numerous letters and emails from campaigners, we decided to launch an 
inquiry into library closures and, on 23 November 2011, asked for written evidence on the 
following terms of reference: 

• what constitutes a comprehensive and efficient library service for the 21st century  

• the extent to which planned library closures are compatible with the requirements of 
the Public Libraries and Museums Act 1964 and the Charteris Report5  

• the impact library closures have on local communities  

• the effectiveness of the Secretary of State’s powers of intervention under the Public 
Libraries and Museums Act 1964. 

6. We took oral evidence from three organisations representing those campaigning for 
maintenance of the library service (The Reading Agency, Voices for the Library and The 
Library Campaign); the Chartered Institute of Library and Information Professionals; three 
representatives of local authorities, one of whom also represented the Local Government 
Association; the Arts Council; Sue Charteris, who in 2009 carried out the most recent 
inquiry into a local authority’s library service; and Ed Vaizey MP, Parliamentary Under-
Secretary of State for Culture, Communications and the Creative Industries at the 
Department for Culture, Media and Sport. As well as being familiar with library provision 
in our own constituencies, we visited two libraries in London, in Pimlico and at Canary 
Wharf, to see two different approaches to providing new and imaginative library services in 
a time of financial stringency. We also received 136 written submissions to this inquiry. We 
would like to record our thanks to all who submitted evidence to us and who welcomed us 
during our visits. 

The Public Libraries and Museums Act 1964 

7. The Public Libraries and Museums Act 1964 imposes a duty on the Secretary of State to 
promote the improvement of the public library service provided by local authorities in 
England and Wales and sets out the statutory duty for all local authorities to provide a 
“comprehensive and efficient library service for all persons to make use thereof”.6 
“Comprehensive and efficient” are not defined in the 1964 Act: it is the responsibility of the 
library authorities to determine how they deliver public services in the context of local 
need—specifically, the needs of those who live, work and study in the local area. 

8. The main duties of library authorities outlined in the 1964 Act may be summarised as: 

• providing a “comprehensive and efficient” library service for local people; 

• keeping adequate stocks of “books and other printed matter, and pictures, gramophone 
records, films and other materials”; and 

 
5 For a summary of the Act and the Charteris Report see paragraphs 7–14 below 

6 Public Libraries and Museums Act 1964 s7(1) 



 

 

• encouraging adults and children to make full use of the library service.7 

The Act contains provisions allowing the Secretary of State to hold an inquiry into any 
local authority’s library service if there is a complaint to the effect that the authority is 
running an inadequate service and is therefore in breach of the Act. It also states that if, 
following an inquiry, a local authority is found to be in breach of the Act, the Secretary of 
State can take direct control of the public libraries in that area.8 

9. The view of the DCMS is: 

The closure of one or even a small number of library branches is not necessarily a 
breach of the 1964 Act. Sometimes a local authority will close a library to ensure a 
better, more efficient service across its whole area. We judge such cases on the basis 
of the authority’s overall provision.  We would be concerned if libraries were closed, 
or their services disproportionately reduced, just to save money.9 

10. Successive Secretaries of State have used their powers under the Act sparingly. In the 
last 21 years, they have been used only twice: in the form of a threat to investigate library 
closures in Derbyshire in 1991 and, more recently, an actual inquiry in 2009 in the 
Wirral.10 

The Wirral Inquiry and the Charteris Report 

11. In February 2009, Wirral Metropolitan Borough Council (Wirral MBC) was asked to 
work with the Museums, Libraries and Archives Council—the non-departmental public 
body then holding responsibility for the development and improvement of libraries—on 
the MBC’s proposals to restructure its library services.  The Council’s plans to close 11 of 
Wirral’s 24 public libraries had been the subject of a large volume of correspondence to the 
DCMS, mainly from the public, but also from professional bodies. 

12. On 3 April 2009, the then Secretary of State for Culture, Media and Sport, Andy 
Burnham MP, exercised his power under section 10(1) of the 1964 Act to commence a 
local inquiry into Wirral MBC’s compliance with the duties imposed upon it by section 7 
of the Act.11 Sue Charteris, a public policy consultant specialising in local government and 
public service reform, was asked to conduct the inquiry. In formulating her advice and 
recommendations, Sue Charteris was asked by the Secretary of State to consider the 
following questions: 

• Did Wirral MBC make a reasonable assessment of local needs in respect of library 
services and, in any event, what were those needs? 

 
7 Public Libraries and Museums Act 1964 s7(2) 

8 Public Libraries and Museums Act 1964 s10 

9 http://www.culture.gov.uk/what_we_do/libraries/3416.aspx  

10 “Custodian of public libraries?”, Update (the trade journal for the Chartered Institute of Library and Information 
Professionals), January 2011, pp12-14 

11 DCMS, A local inquiry into the public library service provided by Wirral Metropolitan Borough Council: led by Sue 
Charteris, 2009, p3 (‘Charteris Report’) 
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• On assessment of local needs, did Wirral MBC act reasonably in meeting such needs 
through their proposals in the context of available resources and their statutory 
obligations?12 

13. In its final Report in September 2009, the inquiry found the Council’s decision to 
restructure its Library Service to be in breach of its statutory duties to provide a 
“comprehensive and efficient” service.13 Wirral MBC revoked its decision to close the 11 
library branches. On 30 November 2009, DCMS issued a press release explaining that the 
Secretary of State had concluded that, since the closures had been revoked, it was no longer 
appropriate to rule on whether the decision to close them had been in breach of the 1964 
Act.14 

14. There is renewed interest in the Wirral Inquiry and the Charteris Report in light of 
possible implications for public library services following the Comprehensive Spending 
Review. In January 2011, in an interview for the Chartered Institute of Library and 
Information Professionals’ (CILIP’s) Update magazine, the current Minister with 
responsibility for libraries, Ed Vaizey MP, said that he had “told councils to base their 
decisions on the guidance set out for Wirral by Sue Charteris in 2009.”15 In another article 
in the same publication, he described the report as “an immensely important influence on 
library provision in that authority, but also on how we speak about the statutory duty at 
national level”.16 

Library usage and the impact of funding cuts 

15. It has been suggested that fewer and fewer of the public are making use of the library 
service, and—by inference—that the service is less valued and valuable than it was 40 or 50 
years ago. Our witnesses considered this was not a complete or accurate picture. The 
DCMS told us that its ‘Taking Part’ survey showed adult visits to libraries had declined 
steeply between 2005/06 and 2010/11 from 48.2% to 39.7% of the adult population,17 but 
there had been no statistically significant decrease over the last few years, and children’s 
visits remained at a very high level (75.6%).18 We were also informed that lending of 
children’s books had risen for seven years in a row.19 Alan Davey of the Arts Council 
England told us that 90% of the adult population thought libraries were important or 
essential to their community.20 Annie Mauger, of the Chartered Institute of Library and 
Information Professionals (CILIP), said it was simplistic to paint a picture of steady 
decline: “There is changed usage. We can’t deny that there is a decline but it is not of a scale 
at the moment that would suggest that this is a service that is utterly in decline, and there is 

 
12 Charteris Report, pii 

13 Charteris Report, pi More detailed findings are discussed on page x below 

14 ‘Statement on Wirral library service’, DCMS press release, 30 November 2009 

15 ‘1964 and all that, in 2011’, CILIP’s Update magazine, January 2011, p4 

16 ‘Guardian of public libraries?’, Update, January 2011, pp12-14 

17 Defined as those aged 16 and over. 

18 Taking Part: The National Survey of Culture, Leisure and Sport Adult and Child Report 2010/11: 
http://www.culture.gov.uk/images/research/Y7_Taking_Part_2011-12-Annual_Report_REVISED0812.pdf 

19 Q 1 (Miranda McKearney of The Reading agency) 

20 Q 62 See also Qq 1 and 2 (Abigail Barker of Voices for the Library and Miranda McKearney of The Reading Agency) 



 

 

a correlation with reduction in budget.” In support of this argument, she told us that in 
2011 there were 314 million visits to libraries and 300 million loans of books, a decline of, 
respectively, 2.3% and 2.9% over the previous year. She contrasted this with the fact that 
loans of children’s books had slightly increased, and that there had been a cut of 6.3% in 
library budgets and 14% in stock acquisitions.21  

16. In order to provide a longer perspective of use of library services, we commissioned the 
House of Commons Library to produce some statistics about recent library use. The 
following tables are based on those statistics, which the Library compiled using data from 
the Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy (CIPFA).   

Visitor numbers and book loans  

17. In 2009–10 there were 322 million visits to libraries, but slightly fewer book loans at 309 
million. The number of visits exceeded book issues in each of the last seven years. Figure 1 
shows that visitor numbers fell in each year between 1993–94 to 2001–02, from 391 million 
to 318 million. There was an increase between 2003 and 2005, but numbers declined again 
subsequently.  

Figure 1: Number of visits to the public libraries 
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21 Q 62 
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18. Figures on the number of books loaned by libraries are available for a longer time 
period and trends are illustrated in Figure 2: 

Figure 2: Books issued by all public libraries 
700
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Source: Public Library Statistics, CIPFA  
 
19. The total number of books issued has decreased steadily from around 650 million a 
year in the early 1980s to fewer than half this number. In each of the years since 1992 there 
has been a fall in the number of books loaned, an average annual decline of 3.4%. Loans of 
audio, visual, electronic and other stock increased during the 1990s to a peak of 42 million 
in 2002-03. However, loans of these items have also fallen since then to 26 million in 2009-
10. 

20. Most of our witnesses argued that data on footfall and loans were too crude a measure 
of the use the public makes of libraries.22 Annie Mauger of CILIP suggested that some 
libraries that had been closed because of low numbers of book issues had actually made a 
more significant impact in terms of working with the local community in other ways: in 
other words, that they may have been the wrong branches to close.23 Nigel Thomas, from 
Leicestershire Library Services, encapsulated the question as being ‘what is performance for 
the library sector?’. He contrasted the ‘hard’ data on footfall with the more focused, and 
very resource-intensive, work accomplished with vulnerable adults, which was much more 
difficult to quantify.24 He also advocated a wider view of the core book-lending role of 
libraries as being not only an important educational tool, but also as having major benefits 
in terms of mental health.25 Others cited the work done in encouraging children to read, 
notably those of primary school age but also among teenagers as well.26  The Campaign for 
the Book not only argued that libraries were vital for improving literacy, but that this 
support for literacy from the grassroots up was fundamental to social cohesion: 

The UK, which has performed relatively poorly in international comparisons, can ill 
afford to allow the erosion of the mainstay of its reading culture, the public library 
service. We need a greater focus on literacy and reading, not a weaker one. Any cost-
savings will prove illusory as the impact of poor literacy levels in reduced 

 
22 See, for example, Q 1 (Abigail Barker of Voices for the Library) 

23 Q 87 

24 Q 129 

25 Q 109 

26 See, for example, Qq 2-3 ( Miranda McKearney of The Reading Agency) 



 

 

international competitiveness and social deprivation is seen. We need only look at 
the fact that 80% of August rioters arrested had poor literacy levels.27  

Similarly, many of our witnesses emphasised the importance of the free access to the 
internet and information technology provided by libraries, particularly for the unemployed 
and socially excluded. The Minister said that library staff and volunteers based in libraries 
had helped 2.5 million people to “get online” as part of the Government’s Race Online 
2012 initiative to help tackle the ‘digital divide’.28 

21. We were given a wealth of other examples of the uses made of library facilities 
(homework groups, social groups for older people, craft groups and many more),29 and we 
return to this issue later in this report. Those representing local authorities emphasised the 
importance of surveys and the local knowledge of councillors in providing the sort of ‘soft’ 
data on how people actually used libraries that could not be captured by mere visitor 
numbers.30 Annie Mauger of CILIP suggested that there was still too little information 
about the broader impact of libraries on communities; she therefore welcomed the research 
being commissioned by the Arts Council to fill this gap.31 

Local authority expenditure on libraries  

22. As already stated, the income of local authorities is set to decrease by about 28% over 
the course of the current Comprehensive Spending Review period. Although the provision 
of libraries is a statutory duty for local authorities, the funding for libraries is not ring-
fenced, and libraries have to compete with other services provided by authorities, both 
statutory and non-statutory, for shrinking resources. The House of Commons Library 
provided us with information about trends in real levels of spending on libraries in 
England and Wales. Spending has varied little year-on-year over the last 35 years. After 
around a decade of stable expenditure, there were real increases in the late 1980s and early 
1990s, but expenditure fell back in the mid 1990s. Increases in spending from 1997–98 
have been only partially reversed in recent years.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
27 Ev w6 See also Ev 47 (The Reading Agency) 

28 Speech to The Future of Library services conference, 28 June 2012: 
http://www.culture.gov.uk/news/ministers_speeches/9167 

29 See, for example, Q 1 (Abigail Barker of Voices for the Library) 

30 Q 129 

31 Q 78 The Arts Council has started a programme of research into the use made of libraries and the value placed on 
them by the public and professionals. For further details, see paragraph 34 below. 
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Figure 3: Revenue expenditure on libraries in England and Wales 
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23. The proportion of expenditure devoted to books fell from 18% at the start of the period 
to less than 8% in 2008–09. Spending on staff increased as a proportion of the total from 
just below 50% to 55% in 2009–10. 

24. In its written submission to this inquiry, CILIP provided some results of its recent 
survey of local authority library services, although at the time of its submission only 83 out 
of the 151 library authorities had responded. Of those that had responded: 

• 80% had reduced library staff; 

• 30% had reduced opening hours; 

• 65% were looking at alternative methods of service delivery; 

• 14% had already, or planned to close libraries; and 

• 13% had set up community managed (that is, volunteer-run) libraries.32 

The CILIP survey suggested that in 2011–12 the library authorities that responded planned 
to make 909 staff reductions and reduce weekly opening hours by 2,438.33 We asked the 
House of Commons Library to provide us with further historical context in relation to the 
number of library buildings, library staff and trends in opening hours. 

Number of Libraries 

25. One of the most obvious impacts of the recent decrease in funding has been the closure 
of library buildings. There are no official statistics for the precise number of proposed 
library closures at present, although various figures have been quoted in the media, with 
some reports suggesting that up to 600 public libraries across England may close.34 In June 
2012, the Minister, Ed Vaizey MP, said this estimate of 600 closures was “very wide of the 

 
32 Ev 50 

33 Ibid. 

34 “Library usage falls as branches close”, the Guardian website, 3 November 2011 
http://www.guardian.co.uk/books/2011/nov/03/library-usage-falls-branches-close  



 

 

mark”, and that a truer picture would be about a tenth of that.35 In fact, leaving aside 
mobile libraries, the total number of public libraries has remained fairly constant from the 
late 1970s to the present day, at between 3,300 and 3,400. The only exception was a short 
dip in the late 1980s/early 1990s when numbers fell to just over 3,200, but the total 
increased by more than 200 in the following two years. 

26. The most widely reported proposed library closures recently are as follows:  

• Brent Council made a decision in April 2011 to close six libraries, half of the libraries 
in the borough. This sparked a series of campaigns under the umbrella group Brent 
SOS Libraries, which sought a judicial review of the council’s decision. The High Court 
ruled on 13 October 2011 that  Brent Council’s decision had been lawful. On the same 
afternoon as the court ruling, all six libraries were closed and boarded up. The 
campaigners appealed the decision, but the appeal was rejected in December 2011. 

• Gloucestershire and Somerset County Councils initially planned to close (in 
Gloucestershire) 10 out of 38 and (in Somerset) 11 out of 34 libraries in 2010. Friends 
of Gloucestershire Libraries campaign group took joint legal action with Somerset 
campaigners against their respective councils’ decisions in November 2011. The High 
Court found that neither council had carried out a sufficiently comprehensive and 
detailed analysis of local needs—especially those of disadvantaged groups—for library 
services and it overturned both councils’ decisions to close the libraries. Both councils 
are now exploring alternative approaches.36  

• Initial media reports in 2010 suggested that Isle of Wight Council proposed to close 
nine out of its 11 libraries. However, the council conducted a public consultation and 
evidence-gathering exercise and eventually proposed the closure of five libraries. 
Campaigners sought a judicial review, but the request was rejected. The council has 
now closed the five libraries and is establishing community libraries in place of the five 
closed sites. 

• In January 2011 Dorset County Council proposed the closure of 20 of its 34 libraries. 
In June 2011, after protests and petitions from campaigners, it revised its proposal in 
favour of a compromise of nine closures. 

Opening hours 

27. While there was no major change in the number of public libraries over 30 years, there 
has been a significant change in the availability of library services, in that more libraries 
extended their opening hours: according to CIPFA, over the decade to 2010 the number of  
libraries open for fewer than 45 hours per week fell by around 470, while the number open 
for 45 or more hours per week increased by around 440. On the other hand, CILIP’s 
research indicates that the trend to longer opening hours is now being reversed. As the 
Chief Executive of the Arts Council said, if cuts in opening hours resulted in people being 

 
35 Speech to The Future of Library Services Conference on 28 June 2012: 

http://www.culture.gov.uk/news/ministers_speeches/9167 

36 For a full account of these cases, see Ev w288 (Public Interest Lawyers) 
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unsure whether or not their local library would be open, then that would have an effect on 
library usage.37 

Staff numbers  

28. A less immediately obvious change to the library service has been the decrease in the 
number of library staff. We were interested to see whether this was a new phenomenon. 
The House of Commons Library provided statistics which show that the long term trend in 
the number of staff employed in libraries is downward. Their total full-time equivalent 
number in England and Wales fell from just over 25,000 in the late 1970s and early 1980s 
to 21,300 in 2009–10. Short term trends have varied over this period, but the total has fallen 
in each year since 2004–05, and the 2009–10 figure was the lowest of any during this 
period. Within this total the full-time equivalent number of professional posts fell from 
6,700 in March 1999 to just under 5,000 in March 2010. Most of this fall occurred between 
2004 and 2009. 

  

 
37 Q 62 



 

 

2 A comprehensive and efficient service 

Defining a ‘comprehensive and efficient service’ 

29. The 1964 Act requires local authorities to provide a “comprehensive and efficient” 
library service for local people.38 Neither of these terms is defined in the Act, and both are 
open to widely varying interpretation.39 In 2005 our predecessor Committee conducted an 
inquiry into public libraries and in its Report said that there was “need for more clarity as 
to what constitutes ‘comprehensive and efficient’ service and what action will be taken 
when this criterion is not met”.40 The 2005 Report went on to recommend that the DCMS 
should review the case for new library legislation.41  However, in its response to the Report, 
the DCMS said that it did not see a compelling need for new legislation.42 Currently, as a 
number of judicial challenges are being brought against local authorities’ decisions to close 
libraries and/or make other cuts to library services, the definition of ‘comprehensive and 
efficient’ is becoming a legal minefield.43  

30. Opinions among our witnesses differed, however, as to whether it was desirable to have 
a clearer definition of the core criteria for a comprehensive and efficient service and, if so, 
whether it should be provided through statute, through guidance from the Secretary of 
State, or left to local authorities themselves (with the backstop of judicial review). Andrew 
Coburn, of The Library Campaign, argued that, while the final decision had to rest with the 
local authority, “Nationally there needs to be assistance, guidance and possibly something 
stronger than that”. He lamented the demise in England of the public library standards 
drawn up by the DCMS (they have been retained in Wales).44 Our predecessor Committee 
summarised the library standards in its 2005 Report, and suggested some additions. An 
outline of the then standards is set out in the textbox below. 

Library service standards in 2005 
 
The top ten Public Library Service Standards with which library authorities had to aim 
to comply in 2005 related to:  

i.  the proportion of households living within a specified distance of a static 
library;  
ii.  aggregate scheduled opening hours;  
iii.  the percentage of static libraries providing access to electronic information 

 
38 Section 7 

39 The Minister explained the original purpose of this phrase as follows: ‘comprehensive’ reflected the desire for 
libraries to have a wide stock of books, and ‘efficient’ the need to reduce the number of library authorities, which in 
1964 totalled about 450. Neither adjective, he argued, referred to the distribution of library buildings. Q 180 

40 Culture, Media and Sport Select Committee, Third Report of Session 2004-2005, Public libraries, HC 81-I, para 79 
(Public Libraries) 

41 Public libraries, para 80 

42 Government Response to the Third Report of the Culture, Media and Sport Select Committee, Session 2004-2005: 
Public Libraries, Cm 6648, para 33 

43 Q 34 

44 Q 23 See also the replies given to Q 23 by Voices for the Library and The Reading Agency 
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resources connected to the internet;  
iv.  the number of electronic workstations with access to the internet and the 
libraries catalogue;  
v.  dealing with requests;  
vi.  number of library visits;  
vii.  adults' satisfaction rates;  
viii.  children's satisfaction rates;  
ix.  number of books and other items acquired annually; and  
x.  time taken to replenish the lending stock. 

 
Standards which were omitted in 2005, but had been incorporated in those published in 
2001, referred to: book issue periods; the number of books permitted to be borrowed at 
any one time; the number of visits to library websites; levels of success in finding a 
specific book or gaining information; and other types of satisfaction rates.  
 
Our predecessor Committee said it had sympathy with those who wished to see the 
standards strengthened and the list extended. It recommended that the list of standards 
should be extended and/or revised to include measures of: the number of adult and 
children's book loans; the provision of material for users with disabilities; extended 
opening times; value for money and the three Es (efficiency, effectiveness and 
economy—including the balance of management and frontline staff); free access to the 
internet; and the quality of user consultation (and subsequent action).45  

 

31. The Public Library Service Standards shared the flaws of those imposed elsewhere in 
the public sector, in that they concentrated on the measurable rather than giving a 
rounded indication of the quality of service—let alone its responsiveness to changing 
customer needs and demands. It is noteworthy that most of our witnesses wanted a 
broader and more permissive approach on the interpretation of ‘comprehensive and 
efficient’. 

32. CILIP argued in its submission that the Government should set out a “fresh vision for 
the 21st century public library service defining what comprehensive, efficient and accessible 
mean and forming a basis for local planning and delivery”.46 We noted the addition of the 
word ‘accessible’. Annie Mauger of CILIP suggested that the Secretary of State should set 
out a framework for what a public library service should provide and how the needs of the 
local community should be assessed, but that it should then be for the local authority to 
decide how to deliver that.47 Alan Davey of the Arts Council was of the view that it was 
necessary to have a debate about what a comprehensive service would comprise, but he 
also considered that guidance should be in the form of a framework rather than a detailed 
prescription.48 The Minister thought that enough guidance had been made available 

 
45 Public Libraries, paragraphs 60-63 

46 Ev 50 

47 Qq 76 and 77 

48 Q 77 



 

 

already, given the cumulative effect of the Charteris Report, the guidelines published by the 
Museums, Libraries and Archives Council and CILIP’s advice.49 Despite this, a number of 
library authorities have had to curtail their plans for changes to their local services in the 
light of judicial reviews and discussions with DCMS officials. 

33. Sue Charteris and the representatives of the local authorities argued for greater 
confidence in the ability of local authorities to judge local needs.50 The Local Government 
Association emphasised that not only did local needs differ widely, but also any attempt to 
give a detailed statutory definition of service standards would soon fail to reflect changes in 
technology and broader social changes: the example often cited was that the 1964 Act 
required libraries to supply gramophone records, while, unsurprisingly, there is no 
requirement in the Act in respect of digital material or services.51 Local authorities 
therefore regarded the prospect of central government defining ‘comprehensive and 
efficient’ as imposing a “straitjacket” and “immediately building in obsolescence”. They 
argued that councils must ultimately take the decisions; accountability for those decisions 
would be through the ballot box. They accepted that this model required individual 
councils to make it very clear what they considered a ‘comprehensive and efficient service’ 
to comprise, so that they could be held fully to account.52  

34. In February 2012, the Arts Council launched a consultation called Envisioning the 
Library of the Future, which was intended to discover the value which the public placed on 
library services, to provide an overview of trends in society, and to provide information 
about best practice—and, indeed, innovative developments that, for some reason, it had 
been difficult or impossible to implement. The consultation included desk research, 
interviews with a carefully selected cross-section of professionals and users, seminars and 
workshops, and an online public consultation. Interim conclusions were published in 
March and May, and the final report will be published this autumn.53 The Chief Executive 
of the Arts Council admitted that it would have been very useful to have completed this 
work before local authorities had had to start making decisions about the future of their 
library services, but “we are where we are”.54 

35. The professional librarians have also given serious consideration to what constitutes a 
good library service: CILIP distributed a leaflet on the subject to all local authorities and 
councillors in 2010.55 CILIP stated it was willing to work with the Arts Council and the 
Secretary of State to help formulate guidance to local authorities about the way in which 
they should approach the construction of a comprehensive and efficient library service.  

36. Local authorities are having to take decisions now about the funding and shape of 
the library service but a number appear insufficiently aware of the available guidance 

 
49 Q 180 

50 Ev 81 and Ev 54 

51 Qq 111 and 114The relevant section of the 1964 Act is section 7(2)(a) 

52 Q 111  

53 Qq 78 and 88-92 See also the Arts Council’s webpage: http://www.artscouncil.org.uk/what-we-do/supporting-
libraries/libraries-consultation 

54 Q 94 

55 Q 83 
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on the definition of ‘comprehensive and efficient’. They also appear to lack information 
about the requirements emerging from multiple judicial reviews. It is not cost-effective 
for policy to be made by judicial review and it undermines democratic accountability. 
While we are firmly of the view that decisions ultimately are for local authorities in the 
light of local needs, the provision of public libraries is mandatory and local authorities 
should be assisted to understand what is expected of them under the Act and 
subsequent guidance. We recommend that the Secretary of State provide all local 
library authorities with the guidance arising from the Arts Council’s consultation 
exercise as swiftly as possible, and to take that opportunity again to remind local 
authorities of the recommendations of the Charteris Report.  

Assessing local needs 

37. When asked what they want of libraries, the public tend to answer more access (which 
is a question partly of the location of services and in part of opening times) and more 
books.56 However, all our witnesses were of the view that libraries provided a number of 
benefits to the community in addition to access to books and reference materials, and those 
championing library services were especially anxious that these wider considerations 
should be taken into account in assessing local needs. 

38. It was failure to make adequate needs assessments that led the High Court to rule 
against Gloucestershire and Somerset County Councils’ library closures in November 
2011. In his ruling, Judge McKenna said that, in order for the councils to have known 
whether they would still be compliant with Section 7 of the 1964 Act after closing libraries, 
they would have had to properly analyse: 

the library related needs of people living in particular areas, the needs of particular 
groups of people and the particular ways in which people use libraries in different 
contexts. Further, in order to design a comprehensive and efficient service it was 
necessary to assess such factors as who used libraries in particular areas, what they 
use them for, when they use them and how they travel to them.57 

Judge McKenna went on to say that this assessment must also take into account “persons 
with specific needs such as the elderly, the disabled, the poor, the unemployed and parents 
of children”, and that both councils’ assessments had fallen short of what was required.58 

39. A number of witnesses suggested that the best guide to how local authorities should 
approach an assessment of local needs was the Charteris Report. Sue Charteris’s inquiry 
into the library service in the Wirral concluded that the local authority was in breach of its 
duty to provide a comprehensive and efficient service. The primary reason for this breach 
was “that the Council failed to make an assessment of local needs (or alternatively to 
evidence knowledge of verifiable local needs) in respect of its Library Services”.59 She 

 
56 Q 78 (Annie Mauger, citing research undertaken by the Museums, Libraries and Archives Council in the year before 

its abolition) 

57 Green v Gloucestershire County Council; Rowe v Somerset County Council; [2011] EWHC 2687; para 108; 16 
November 2011 

58 [2011] EWHC 2687; para 108; 16 November 2011 

59 Charteris Report, piii 



 

 

further considered that the Council had taken the decision to close 11 of its libraries “in the 
absence of a strategic plan or review of the Library Service” and “without a clear 
understanding of the extent and range of services [then] being provided in the libraries”. 
She found there had been a further breach in relation to the needs of deprived 
communities, and a key concern was that there had been no adequate plan for and 
commitment to a comprehensive outreach service. Without an assessment of needs and a 
strategic Library Service review, the Council had “displayed a lack of logic around why 
some facilities were recommended for closure and not others”.60 

40. She concluded that there was a strong case for reviewing the decision to close 11 
libraries and for retaining at least some physical presence at some sites earmarked for 
closure. The criteria for selecting sites where some physical presence should be maintained 
were that the library was located in an area of significant deprivation; and/or had inter-
dependent links with schools or children’s centres; and where the Council had: 

• changed its decision on which libraries to close; and/or 

• identified an area of need but “subsequently chose to ignore this information”; and/or 

• failed to meet its own standards in terms of a reasonable distance to travel.61 

41. The Charteris report set out proposals for the sort of analysis local authorities should 
be doing to assess local need. We reproduce the relevant passages in the textbox below. In 
her written evidence to us, she highlighted several key principles, drawn from her 
practical experience of working with local authorities: 

• Comprehensiveness did not mean “a library on every corner” or “blanket coverage”—it 
depended on a needs assessment matched against the resources available for the 
service;  

• The needs assessment would enable the council to show it had acted reasonably in 
drawing up new plans for its services. This did not mean that it would not still have to 
make difficult and/or unpopular decisions; 

• The analysis should be made in accordance with the Equality Act 2010, particularly the 
requirement for a thorough equalities impact analysis of any proposed changes to that 
model of delivery and evidence that the authority had sought to mitigate any adverse 
impact identified on protected groups; 

• The assessment of local need should cover the existing service configuration and any 
proposed changes. It was highly unlikely that the existing pattern of delivery fully met 
local needs and the analysis was therefore helpful in drawing up potentially different 
models of delivery.62 

 

 
60 Ibid., pp iii-iv 

61 Ibid., pp iv-v 
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Charteris Report paras 6.26 – 6.28 
 
While the analysis of local needs may involve a shifting set of circumstances and a 
developing methodology over time, I would currently reasonably expect an analysis of 
needs to be based on:   

• consideration of the wide range of those needs caught by the definition of all those 
who live, work and study in the area, and the specific needs of adults and children 
and young people of all ages; 

• an assessment of accessibility—drawing on travel data including car usage data, 
public transport routes and the cost of services; 

• consideration of the views of existing users, and an attempt to analyse the reasons 
and motivations of non users and how their use could be encouraged; 

• an assessment as to whether there is any differential impact (via an equalities 
impact assessment) on whether any specific communities  or groups would suffer 
any adverse impacts as a result of the changes to the service; and 

• consideration of information from partner organisations and other departments, 
including reference to learning strategies for children and adults, links with social 
and adult care, and employment initiatives. 

I would also expect there to be a consideration of new and or amended ways of 
operating the service that might be more efficient. Currently, this might reasonably 
include an assessment of: 

• whether the library buildings are fit for purpose, and/or in the right place to serve 
the needs of the community; 

• whether there is scope for more effective use of resources, through for example 
flexible staffing arrangements, self-issuing, or the Community Asset Transfer 
model or partial model; 

• whether there is scope to provide the service more efficiently via delivery 
partnerships within and outside of the authority, for example through Service Level 
Agreements (SLAs) with other council functions; 

• whether there is demand for the services in the way that they are currently offered; 

• whether the buildings are beyond their useful life and what the scope of shared 
facilities might be;  

• whether a physical presence is necessary, taking into account the particular needs 



 

 

of that community, and if it could be replaced by other means such as a mobile 
service; and 

• whether steps are needed to encourage use of library provision. 

While this is not an exhaustive or definitive set of criteria, I would expect a 
‘reasonable’ authority to use such evidence, together with an assessment of 
resources available, to devise a comprehensive vision and development plan for the 
service, which addresses these considerations within the development plan. It may, 
having done this, still draw different conclusions than those others might draw, and it 
might make decisions that are unpopular, but importantly, these decisions would be 
based on evidence which could be used to demonstrate the comprehensiveness and 
efficiency of the service provided by reference to demonstrable need and resources. 

 

42. We were told that further guidance on how to undertake a needs analysis had been 
produced recently by the Arts Council which had updated the recommendations from the 
Future Libraries Programme initiated by its predecessor.63 These recommendations include 
the preparation of Equality Impact Assessments to ensure the rights of protected groups, as 
required under the Equalities Act 2010. 

43. When she gave evidence to us, Sue Charteris’s concern was that the current situation 
made it more difficult for councils to take rational decisions based on a thorough 
assessment of local needs and a wide consideration of options. Given the pressure on local 
authorities to make budgetary decisions swiftly, and without more guidance to them from 
the Secretary of State and possibly the Arts Council (particularly on the conclusions to be 
drawn from the various judicial reviews), she feared that some councils would decide it was 
too difficult to close library buildings and would look to reduce funding to other elements 
of the library service, without regard to whether this was more damaging to the principles 
of comprehensiveness and efficiency.64 Her prescription for ensuring a comprehensive and 
efficient service continued to be a proper assessment by councils of local needs, taking into 
account the requirements of different groups of the population and such issues as access 
and deprivation, and ideally bringing local communities into the decision-making 
process.65 Such an assessment had to start with a good understanding of what libraries were 
doing at present, and then to consider the provision of those services in the round by 
taking into account what other facilities there were locally that might provide an alternative 
location for those services and which facilities were best placed to meet local needs.66 

44. The supporters of library services did not disagree with this view — they even suggested 
that in some places library services had improved thanks to a more creative use of 

 
63 Q 77 

64 Q 34 
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resources by local authorities67— but they were far more sceptical about the willingness and 
the ability of all local authorities to carry out such an assessment of local needs.68 Abigail 
Barker of Voices for the Library said: 

Lots of cuts have been made with no thought of the needs of local residents. There 
have been consultations that were basically, “If you do not step forward and run your 
libraries, they will close.” People were not asked, “How and when do you use your 
library? How could we improve it? If we closed earlier in the week and it meant we 
could open at the weekend, how would you use it?” In Suffolk, there are libraries that 
open in schools on a Saturday and Sunday that nobody uses. Of course cuts need to 
be made, and we are not saying that the library service should be immune from cuts, 
but why not close those libraries that are not used at the weekend and save or put the 
money elsewhere?69 

She also implied that some councils did not sufficiently consider that they would have to 
provide some services whether or not libraries were kept open, noting, for example, the 
need to provide access to online reference databases, which would still have to be paid for 
whether or not they were part of the library budget.70  Andrew Coburn of The Library 
Campaign emphasised that local users and campaign groups had to be given access to 
information about the existing service in order to make a rational decision about options 
and to suggest alternatives. Anything less, he said, was not true consultation.71  

45. The representatives of local authorities agreed that a needs assessment and proper 
consultation with the public and library professionals were crucial.72 Nigel Thomas gave us 
a good example of how a library authority should go about assessing local needs. He said 
that, when Leicestershire wished to relocate a library branch or operate it in a different way: 
“In order to make that final decision, I think we have to have a very clear idea of what the 
nature of that locality is, what its transport links are, what the levels of literacy and 
employment are and so on, and then we are better informed to make a strategic and 
informed decision.”73 While the Leader of the Isle of Wight Council—whose decision to 
close five public libraries unless volunteers were willing to run them led to vociferous 
protests—placed emphasis on sustaining the service,74 campaigners have often focused on 
the retention of individual library buildings.     

Library buildings 

46. Proposals to close a local library often cause considerable protest. Apart from questions 
of the ease of access to library and other services in alternative locations, the buildings 
themselves may have a symbolic value: older ones have been community hubs for a century 

 
67 Q 62 (CILIP) 

68 See, for example, Q 2 (Andrew Coburn of The Library Campaign) 
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or more and may be handsome buildings in themselves.75 Moreover, as one of our 
witnesses said, “Sometimes the library is the only public building left in the locality.”76 In all 
these ways, the current proposals to close some library branches are reminiscent of recent 
programmes of post office closures, and have provoked similar reactions.  

47. Our witnesses recognised that library buildings often acted as hubs in the community. 
One described them as “sort of indoor parks”, a safe environment for both the young and 
the isolated old.77 Another pointed out that a relationship of trust developed between the 
staff in local libraries and the population, encouraging and enabling the population to use 
the library as a general source of information and support not just somewhere to borrow a 
book.78 Local libraries were places to hold homework clubs, reading groups, baby rhyme 
times: all ways to use the library’s resources and to make reading and study a more ‘social’ 
activity, while also providing a quiet and secure environment.79 The Association of Senior 
Children’s and Education Librarians (ASCEL) argued that, while electronic services were 
changing some of the focus of library services, the building itself was “still a compelling and 
significant part of a community”, adding “In times of economic hardship, it could be 
argued that more people will need libraries to learn new skills, seek employment, apply for 
jobs, write CVs etc.”80 

48. A number of those who submitted written evidence believed that libraries earmarked 
for closure were often smaller, branch libraries. This was summed up by Sue Charteris: 

As part of the mapping of local need against current usage data it will inevitably 
become clear that some library facilities are so optimally located that they act as 
centres of gravity or because of the quality of its offer or both (for example, 
Newcastle and Norwich Central libraries and the forthcoming new/refurbished 
libraries in Birmingham and Liverpool would qualify on both counts). Others may 
serve the community in a medium sized town and others still serve a specific 
community, for example, a village, suburb or inner city housing estate. It is this last 
group of libraries ... that are most under threat; yet they often meet highly localised 
need.81 

Friends of Gloucestershire Libraries said that the libraries earmarked for closure were in 
the more deprived areas of their county, and therefore that the impact of their closure 
would have affected the least well off and most in need.82 The Royal National Institute of 
Blind People argued that the presence of libraries in residential areas was of importance 
particularly for more vulnerable users, such as elderly and disabled people, who were often 
less able to travel, and more likely not to be able to afford books and IT.83 

 
75 Q 7 (Abigail Barker) 

76 Q 35 (Sue Charteris) see also Q2 (Andrew Coburn), Ev 81 (Sue Charteris) 

77 Q 111 (Elizabeth Campbell of the Local Government Association) 
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49. While accepting that the benefits of a distributed library network did not require the 
retention of every existing library building, Annie Mauger issued the warning that, when a 
library in a local community closed, 44% of the children in that community who had used 
that branch did not transfer to another library.84 This was not only a loss for the local 
population but could also have an impact on national policy objectives, for example by 
reducing the ability to deliver the Summer Reading Challenge for young people.85 The  
study that she was citing found also that 18% of those affected by library closures did not 
transfer their custom to another library facility; 35% of respondents said their children 
were using library facilities less; and 36% of respondents felt their children were reading 
less.86 This was not  a recent study—it was conducted by Sheffield University in the late 
1990s—but CILIP said that the lack of more recent data was because “it is some time since 
there has been anything like the scale of library closures currently happening”.87 

50. On the other hand, many library buildings are not being used to the full, are difficult to 
maintain or situated in the wrong place, or do not have enough space to develop services 
beyond book lending.88 Brent Council said that the six libraries that it closed were “poorly 
located and poorly used”, and that this was true in many areas of London where libraries 
had been built in response to 19th or early 20th century population profiles and habits of life. 
It added: “Brent Council finds that 21st century public libraries flourish if they are located 
in town centres close to public transport and this view has long been proven correct.  Brent 
is a London borough that is exceptionally well served by public transport.”89 

51. Whether or not Brent Council’s analysis proves correct in the longer term, our visit to 
Tower Hamlets demonstrated the value in reviewing library facilities: the Borough Council 
had closed a number of old, crumbling, under-used buildings in less accessible locations in 
order to focus resources on a number of purpose-built libraries with meeting rooms and 
facilities for many types of events, with the result that library use had significantly 
increased across the borough.  

52. One of our witnesses cited Swindon, where a campaign to retain the old town library 
had failed, but a new building had opened nearby: although it was not exactly what the 
campaigners had hoped for, they had had some influence on retaining part of the service 
locally.90  This is a reminder that focussing on library closures does not give a complete 
picture: 39 new or extensively refurbished libraries were due to open in 2012.91 We also 
received evidence from a number of local authorities—Cornwall County Council, 
Leicestershire County Council, the London Borough of Hillingdon, Staffordshire County 
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Council and Derbyshire County Council—which explained how they had avoided closing 
libraries.92 

53. We noted that, while many local campaigns focus on buildings, one of the areas of 
expenditure under particular pressure was the provision of mobile libraries: about one in 
ten of all ‘library service points’ in England and Wales (350 out of about 3600) were mobile 
libraries, but we were told that many of these services were being removed on the grounds 
that the cost per person served by a mobile library was considered too high.93 Despite this, 
the Arts Council assured us that it thought mobile libraries were still an important element 
in the provision of a good service, though it was also looking at alternative ways of getting 
books to people who did not have easy access to ‘static’ libraries.94 As far as simple access to 
books was concerned, witnesses cited village halls, churches and pubs as being possible 
alternatives to under-used library buildings or infrequent visits by mobile libraries.95 

54. It may not be possible or even desirable to retain every existing library building, but 
wholesale closures are unlikely to facilitate an appropriate level of service. The key to 
ensuring that an adequate—and preferably a good— library service is available to the 
whole local population appears to be the retention of a distributed service, in accessible 
locations, but with flexibility over whether the service is provided in dedicated library 
buildings, in other locations, via mobile libraries, or in any other way that best fits local 
needs.96  

55. While concerned about the geographical spread of library services, CILIP was of the 
view that “where buildings are not closed, cuts to services, resource funds, opening hours, 
building maintenance and staffing are equally significant”.97 CILIP told us that significant 
cuts had been made in staff numbers and opening hours in the 2011–12 financial year.98 In 
the case of opening hours, this would reverse the recent trend to have libraries opening for 
longer periods, especially in the evenings and at weekends, which has been intended to 
encourage access by previously excluded groups.99 It also tends to confirm Sue Charteris’s 
fears that local authorities may be tempted to opt for a programme of cuts in areas less 
obvious than library closures, even if these cuts damage the overall service more than a 
closure would have done.  

Library staff 

56. A number of our witnesses argued that professional librarians were critical to delivering 
a comprehensive and efficient library service. Not only do they assist the public with 
finding the books and information they want, help them to use technology with which they 
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are unfamiliar, ensure that the stock of books and other materials are kept up to date and 
meet the varied needs of different sorts of customers, and manage the environment 
(dealing with health and safety, child protection issues, copyright law and so on), but they 
also carry out a lot of ‘outreach’ work with the community, especially reading and literacy 
schemes.100  

57. CILIP has estimated that in the 2011–12 financial year, there has been a reduction of 
possibly as many as 700 posts out of the 3,500 staff working in public libraries. UNISON, 
the public sector trade union that represents many library staff in the UK, told us that the 
latest figures from the Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy showed a 
drop in paid staff numbers of over 4%, whilst the number of volunteers within libraries had 
increased by 22% since 2010.101 Those campaigning for library services said the reduction 
in paid staff had resulted in the loss in particular of expertise in child literacy (we were told 
that many reader support posts were being merged so that there were no longer separate 
posts for adult and child support); and in developments such as the closure of information 
services or the abandonment of the Summer Reading Challenge, for lack of professional 
support. More generally, pressure of work on the remaining staff hindered training and 
staff development, and discouraged co-operation with other services or across authority 
boundaries.102   

58. When we asked whether she thought that policymakers understood the role of the 
librarian, Annie Mauger said “no, I really don’t think many of them do”. She went on to 
say: “I don’t believe that a service that isn’t professionally delivered is best for anybody’s 
local area.”103 

59.  The local authority representatives who gave evidence to us were keen to emphasise 
that job losses were directed away from professional librarians and/or front-line staff.  
Councillor David Pugh denied that any of those who had lost their jobs when the Isle of 
Wight divested itself of five libraries were ‘professional staff’: he drew the distinction 
between professionally qualified librarians and other staff who could, he felt, however 
experienced they were, be adequately replaced by volunteers.104 Local campaigners, 
however—who had forced the Isle of Wight to backtrack on an even more radical 
programme of closures—strongly disagreed, given that professional, front-line staff were 
indeed being lost.105 During our visit to the Pimlico Library, we were told that under the 
tri-borough programme job losses had been among the managerial ranks (as three sets of 
managers were merged into one) and in back-room functions such as stock control, not 
among the library staff who dealt directly with the public. We were also told of projects 
such as the Enquire project carried out by the Arts Council in conjunction with the Society 
of Chief Librarians, to use IT in such a way that libraries without a professional librarian on 
their staff would still have access to professional advice 24 hours a day.106 The Minister was 
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of the view it was unnecessary to have highly qualified, highly trained and therefore highly 
paid librarians in every library branch. He argued that there was scope for employing the 
professional expertise of librarians more “creatively”, to train and support volunteers. He 
suggested that this approach might lead to the opening of more libraries.107 

60. Staff costs are a significant and have been an increasing proportion of library costs 
and, if the service is losing up to 35% of its budget,108 some staff cuts are inevitable. As 
with other cuts, however, local authorities need to give careful consideration to how to 
do least damage to the service provided to the public now and for the future. They must 
ensure that they retain enough experienced and/or professionally qualified staff to 
develop the services on offer to the public to reflect changing needs, and to support the 
growing number of volunteers both within their core library service and in any 
community libraries that may be established locally.  
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3 A library service for the 21st century 
61. While the core offering of a library service is access to books and other sources of 
information, especially for those who have little or no access at home to printed or 
electronically-provided information,109 our witnesses were unanimous that much greater 
value came from linking the resources and facilities available in libraries into wider 
programmes reaching out into the local community. Many libraries already do this in a 
variety of ways, but the need for local authorities to prune budgets has increased the 
urgency of reviewing the library service in the light not only of its own value but also of the 
value it can add to other services.110  

62. One area of symbiosis is with education, not least because many school libraries also 
face considerable funding reductions at present. The local public library provides not only 
access to information, but also a safe space for study, with the additional advantage of 
access to the knowledge of trained library staff.111 In some cases, local authorities have 
found that locating a public library within a school or college benefits both the educational 
establishment and the local community; but we were told that this did not work 
everywhere.112 The Government has recently taken up an idea put forward by the children’s 
author, Michael Rosen, of automatic library membership for all primary school pupils, to 
encourage them to use their local library.113 

63. Other examples of shared facilities are less obvious. Our witnesses referred to 
combining a library with the registry of births, marriages and deaths (in Sevenoaks) or with 
a tourist information office (in north-east England).114 Those who hosted our visit to the 
library in Pimlico emphasised the potential for libraries to support the health service, both 
in the provision of written information and as a place where medical staff could meet the 
local community in a relaxed environment in order to promote understanding of public 
health issues.115 One of the witnesses to our predecessor Committee drew attention to other 
government departments whose work was supported by the library service: in providing 
information and practical support to those seeking work (the Department of Work and 
Pensions); in helping small businesses (the Department for Business, Innovation and 
Skills); and in addressing those disaffected from schooling and thus helping to tackle anti-
social behaviour and truancy (the Home Office).116 Annie Mauger of CILIP and the 
Minister also wished to persuade departments other than the DCMS of the contribution 
libraries could make to the outcomes which they wanted to achieve.117  
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64. Leicestershire has taken the approach of viewing libraries as part of its heritage and arts 
services, enabling the council to concentrate on medium-term aims for this sector rather 
than just immediate cuts (for example, it has decided not to close any libraries or museums 
but to look at redesigning, joining up or, in some cases, reducing services). This approach 
has enabled significant savings, mainly through staff reorganisation, while retaining the 
expertise of librarians and curators; and it has also had some collateral benefits in terms of 
applying the commercial expertise developed in the museums and arts service to exploiting 
the potential of library facilities.118 

65. There has also been a renewed emphasis on the role of the library building as a meeting 
place for the community.119 In some places, this has been achieved partly by — for 
example—locating a privately-run cafe in the library, which has contributed to a rise in the 
number of visitors to the library.120 Such partnerships may provide some additional 
income, though experience is that this has not been substantial: it is the increase in usage 
that is more significant for the library service. Bradford Metropolitan District Council has 
adopted a different approach. Under its ‘Library Links’ initiative, it has located ‘library 
service points’ in shops.121 

66. Such relationships with the private sector are not universally welcome, however. We ♥ 
Libraries, a Hertfordshire-based library campaign group, expressed concern that co-
location with private retailers would turn libraries from neutral venues open and 
welcoming to all into something more commercial and less inclusive.122 

Co-operation and mergers 

67. One area on which our witnesses agreed was that there were considerable potential 
benefits to be gained from procurement partnerships for purchasing books, and possibly in 
other areas where a ‘national’ approach might reap substantial savings and efficiencies.123 
Miranda McKearney of The Reading Agency mentioned as examples a national digital 
portal for libraries, and a suite of planned services to be available 24 hours a day.124 Other 
witnesses argued that it would be impossible for libraries to engage with e-books except on 
a national basis: publishers were not very interested in the concept of lending e-books as 
licensing difficulties could not be adequately addressed at a local level and significant 
demand for a lending service from readers was yet to emerge.125 Miranda McKearney also 
suggested there was scope for engagement with potential partners, such as the BBC in 
relation to its digital resources, but said that this was being hindered by “a major gap in the 
ability of libraries to act and plan nationally”.126 
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68. A number of our witnesses were cautious about the idea of forming regional hubs: 
there was resistance to the idea of ‘mega-libraries’ or ‘destination libraries’ given the 
difficulty of travelling long distances to them, though some regional hubs (such as in 
Newcastle) were acknowledged to work well.127 Nevertheless, it was acknowledged that 
there was scope for far more partnership between local authorities, and—in the view of Sue 
Charteris—such co-operation was vital because the scale of the cuts meant that otherwise 
there would not be enough professional expertise available to run the library service.128 

69. Unfortunately, our witnesses reported that, with certain exceptions (one of which we 
discuss in more detail below), co-operation between authorities had recently become more, 
not less, difficult: one witness said that the ‘good old days’ where one authority would 
specialise in books on fine arts and another on 20th century history had gone as many of 
“those co-operative systems” had broken down.129 Another witness explained that the 
emphasis on local finances in the last 18 months, and the resulting focus on local library 
services, had, perversely, made such co-operation ‘politically’ difficult.130 While the Library 
Campaign acknowledged that collaborations could be an effective way for libraries to 
improve efficiency, it suggested: 

Shared services may be one way of making more efficiencies but only if the 
authority—and its users—has/ have the same amount of guarantee that services will 
be delivered on time, to budget and where required. There is no point in a shared 
service which simply means shipping books from one huge central depot to the 
branch if there is no other saving.131 

70. South Gloucestershire Council told us about the Libraries West Consortium 
(consisting of itself, North Somerset, Bath and NE Somerset, Bristol and Somerset library 
authorities) which had managed to make significant savings from shared procurement of 
ICT and stock, from shared services (IT support, bibliographic services, information 
provision via an Enquiry Centre, marketing and the development of new services), and 
shared training and development.132 While we were told of other examples of successful 
cross-boundary co-operation in Warwickshire, Cornwall and Devon, the north-west and 
potentially Leicestershire,133 the most commonly cited example was that of the ‘tri-
borough’ project, encompassing the London boroughs of Westminster, Hammersmith & 
Fulham and Kensington and Chelsea.  

71. This initiative covers a considerably wider set of services than those relating to public 
libraries or even the arts in general: it is a project to save money by, wherever possible, 
combining services in order to rationalise and reduce management structures and 
simultaneously improve front-line services. The Local Government Association described 
it as “an integrated libraries and archives service managed as a single service across the 
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three boroughs, with local branding and delivery in line with local community needs”. 
Launched in April 2012, the tri-borough initiative for libraries was intended to produce 
savings of more than £1 million a year as a result of the single back office/management 
structure and from introducing best practice in the deployment of operational staff.134 
Elizabeth Campbell of the Local Government Association and also a councillor in 
Kensington and Chelsea, described the thinking behind the approach as follows: 

[We] saw cuts were coming, and thought, “How do we not only safeguard what we 
have, how do we keep our 21 libraries across three boroughs open, maintain the 
number of hours, but at the end of the day produce a better library service for our 
customers?” I suppose that is what has galvanised all our thinking; how are we going 
to be more resourceful, more ready to modernise at the end of it, at the same time as 
taking £1 million out of the service? We feel that we will have done that. We will have 
taken £1 million out over the next couple of years, but we will have one library card 
serving all our customers. We will have a million books that they can take out. We 
hope our footfall of 5 million over the three boroughs, coming forward, will mean 
that we are probably more open to sponsorship or other deals. We may say that this 
is the first step. We will merge first, make our library service efficient and then think, 
“What now? What other things can we do?135 

She added that the library service had always been part of the plan to merge services as the 
management and back office structures in the three boroughs more or less mirrored one 
another, so it was easy to rationalise them.136 When we asked whether it would be simple to 
replicate this across England and Wales, she replied that it would be difficult to achieve 
where the participating authorities were not of the same political persuasion as a lot had to 
be taken on trust, particularly as each authority would make gains in some areas and losses 
in others.137 

72. There have been suggestions that the tri-borough experiment with libraries should be 
repeated on a larger scale, for example by combining the library services of all 33 London 
boroughs into a single unit. It was estimated that, by removing administrative duplication, 
this might save up to £80 million a year.138 While making administrative savings on this 
scale is attractive, such centralisation runs the risk of losing the detailed knowledge of local 
needs which has, for example, allowed both Westminster and Tower Hamlets to develop 
their library services in ways which clearly reflect the needs of their local resident and 
working population.  

73. While several of our witnesses expressed considerable enthusiasm for the tri-borough 
project,139 Sue Charteris noted that many council leaders believed that this approach would 
work only in urban areas. She accepted that it would be much easier where there were clear 
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economies of scale, but she was still of the view that there were significant possible benefits 
to be had from partnerships even among counties. The vital ingredients, she thought, were 
real professional expertise and political leadership.140  

74. Some very good models of co-operation between library authorities already exist. 
Local authorities must ensure that they maintain and improve co-operation, both 
across boundaries and nationally, as this will free money for front-line library services. 
It is short-sighted to reduce co-operation at this time of financial constraint.  

Community libraries and the role of volunteers 

75. A far more controversial response to funding cuts has been to hand over library 
facilities to volunteers, with the intention that they should be run as ‘community libraries’. 
We were told that this phrase covered a wide variety of models and very different levels of 
consultation, engagement and support from the relevant local authorities. At one end of 
the spectrum, there is the example where a library has been handed over completely to the 
community, without any professional support and even (in some cases) with the removal 
of vital IT equipment such as computers, so that it is impossible to join the library or 
request a book at that place.141 At the other end of the spectrum, the facilities remain intact, 
there is continued access to the advice and support of professional librarians, but the 
professional staff are “not necessarily the people who open and close the building every 
day”.142 While acknowledging that libraries had often made good use of voluntary staff in 
the past to enhance the service, our witnesses were generally of the view that, unless there 
was access to the advice and support of trained staff, facilities could not be considered to be 
part of the public library network.143  

76. Sue Charteris told us about the development of the community libraries programme 
under the auspices of the Big Lottery Fund. She said that the key determinants of the 
success of that project were, first, it involved an injection of capital; and secondly, it 
required slow and painstaking work with the local community to design, deliver and 
develop the service. She cited as a particularly successful example a healthy living centre on 
a housing estate in Weston-super-Mare, where the library—run by a social enterprise— 
shared its facilities with a church, a social services area office and a community cafe.144  She 
told us: 

Councils need to decide, when they are considering cuts, what they mean. Do they 
mean that they have done a needs analysis and do not think that that library is 
needed at all? Or do they mean that, actually, they do still think they need that 
network of provision? It might be in those places that need it most and use it least 
that a different community partnering model might be more effective, but it will not 
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work if it is a case of “Here are the keys of the building, get on with it, it is up to you 
whether you use it or not.” The council needs to be part of it.145 

77. The Isle of Wight Council has been the subject of particular criticism for its decision to 
reduce the number of public libraries on the island from eleven to six. The other five have 
been handed over to local volunteers and Councillor David Pugh, Leader of the Isle of 
Wight Council, made it clear that those five libraries were no longer part of the statutory 
service.146 We examined exactly what this meant in practice for the volunteers. We were 
told that none of the community libraries was accountable to the local authority; each 
library had responsibility for recruiting its own voluntary staff and, though the council 
asked volunteers to agree to comply with certain basic legal requirements, such as data 
protection, it was for each community to develop its library service as it saw fit. There were 
no common service standards.147 The buildings had been made available on a peppercorn 
rent, but other costs—in particular utility costs—were the responsibility of the relevant 
library, albeit that some transitional funding from the Isle of Wight Council was still in 
place and the local rural community council had some involvement with two of the 
libraries. This had resulted in some parish councils increasing their precepts, at least in part 
to support their local community library. Some communities wanted to move their library 
to a different building to co-locate with other services: Councillor Pugh said that the local 
authority would support them “to whatever extent they need within reason.”148 The 
community libraries did not have any employees of the local authority working there, with 
the exception of one part-time person, paid for by a town council, who was the library 
volunteer co-ordinator. (Councillor Pugh argued that volunteers had not replaced 
professional librarians as the previous staff, though competent, were not professional 
librarians.)149 The five libraries continued to have access to the council’s library IT service, 
including the full database of books, and Councillor Pugh expected that stock would be 
rotated and new books would be able to be ordered via the Isle of Wight’s central stock 
controls, as previously.150   

78. The Minister made it clear that an authority that had handed over a large proportion of 
its library facilities to volunteers would not escape his Department’s scrutiny: “we would 
still want to see a comprehensive and efficient local-authority-run service in the local 
[area]”.151 

79. Volunteers have long been a valuable and valued part of the library service, and 
there are places where their work may help the local community to retain at least some 
ability to borrow books and access reference material.  It will require considerable 
dedication by the volunteers and, as the Isle of Wight example shows, the financial costs 
may be high, even if buildings are made available at a nominal rent. It is not clear how 
sustainable some of these community libraries may be, nor what impact the change will 
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have on some of the outreach work conducted by libraries, particularly in relation to 
children and reading. It is clear, however, that community libraries will fail unless given 
at least some support by the local authority in terms of access to stock (including new 
stock), retaining computer equipment and IT support, and access to the advice and 
assistance of professional library staff. It would be very helpful to councils to receive 
some guidance from the DCMS on best practice in the provision of support. Councils 
which have transferred the running of libraries to community volunteers must above 
all, however, continue to give them the necessary support, otherwise they may wither 
on the vine and therefore be viewed as closures by stealth.     

80. A different model of devolved library provision is that presented by the Industrial and 
Provident Society (IPS), currently being piloted in Suffolk. In December 2011, Suffolk 
County Council decided to adopt an IPS model for its libraries which involved setting up 
an independent not-for-profit organisation with a Chair. In its written submission, Suffolk 
IPS Ltd stated that the IPS was still in a transitional phase, becoming fully operational in 
June 2012. It went on to explain: 

The County Council retains its statutory responsibilities for providing 
comprehensive and efficient library services. It will fund the IPS through a contract 
and service agreement; monitor progress and ensure compliance. 

All libraries will remain open, and public opening hours will not be reduced. 
Community management groups are planning to develop the scope and public offer 
of the new service locally.152 

81. The Minister told us that the Government had no preference about who ran the 
statutory library service—whether it was run in-house or under contract with a not-for-
profit, mutual or private company—provided it could meet the ‘comprehensive and 
efficient’ criteria.153 

82. We will be very interested to follow the development of the Industrial and Provident 
Society model for library provision in Suffolk. Again, it relies heavily on the goodwill of 
volunteers, but it has the advantage to the local population that the county council retains 
overall responsibility for the service. There may be many other potential models for 
providing library services than those discussed in this report. We urge the DCMS, Arts 
Council and Local Government Association to evaluate the effectiveness of the different 
models being developed round the country and to produce an analysis for councils by 
the end of 2013. 

83. We very much welcome the commitment given to us by the Minister to produce a 
report by the end of 2014 on the cumulative effect on library services of the reduction in 
local-authority provision and the growth of alternatives such as community libraries.154 
We look forward to receiving that report. Enthusiasm over the scope for volunteer 
involvement, and for new models of provision, is fine, but—given the importance of 
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library services—a systematic look at the impact of funding cuts and organisation 
changes is needed to assess the durability of new approaches over time. 

Responsibility for ensuring a comprehensive and efficient service 

84. Much of the frustration of those campaigning for the retention of library services has 
arisen from a perception that the Secretary of State has been refusing to exercise his 
statutory responsibility for ensuring the provision of a comprehensive and efficient library 
service.155 Appeals to the Secretary of State to initiate Wirral-style inquiries into the 
decisions of individual authorities have failed: judicial reviews of council decisions have 
resulted in courts limiting themselves to considerations of process, while referring back the 
definition of ‘comprehensive and efficient’ to the Minister.156 Moreover, with the abolition 
of the Museums, Libraries and Archives Council, and the transfer (as recently as 1 October 
2011) of some of its responsibilities to the Arts Council, there is no longer a body with 
specific responsibility for maintaining standards within the library service at national level. 

Role of the Secretary of State 

85. Section 1(1) of the Public Libraries and Museums Act 1964 states: 

From the commencement of this Act it shall be the duty of the Secretary of State to 
superintend, and promote the improvement of, the public library service provided by 
local authorities in England and Wales, and to secure the proper discharge by local 
authorities of the functions in relation to libraries conferred on them as library 
authorities by or under this Act. 

There is therefore a clear duty on the Secretary of State to “superintend, and promote the 
improvement” of the library service provided by individual local authorities. It seems 
reasonable to conclude it is his responsibility to provide at least a framework for judging 
whether a service is ‘comprehensive and efficient’. 

86. Under section 10 of the same Act, as subsequently amended, the “default powers” of 
the Secretary of State are outlined as follows:. 

(1)If—  

(a)a complaint is made to the Secretary of State that any library authority has failed 
to carry out duties relating to the public library service imposed on it by or under this 
Act; or  

(b)the Secretary of State is of opinion that an investigation should be made as to 
whether any such failure by a library authority has occurred,  

and, after causing a local enquiry to be held into the matter, the Secretary of State is 
satisfied that there has been such a failure by the library authority, he may make an 
order declaring it to be in default and directing it for the purpose of removing the 
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default to carry out such of its duties, in such manner and within such time, as may 
be specified in the order.  

(2)If a library authority with respect to which an order has been made under the 
preceding subsection fails to comply with any requirement of the order, the Secretary 
of State, instead of enforcing the order by mandamus or otherwise,—  

(a)[repealed]  

(b)[relates to joint boards, which may be dissolved back into their constituent parts 
and those parts reconstituted as separate library authorities], or  

(c)in any other case, may make an order providing that the functions of the authority 
relating to the public library service shall be transferred to the Secretary of State.  

(3)A power conferred by subsection (2) above to make an order shall be exercisable 
by statutory instrument, which shall be subject to annulment in pursuance of a 
resolution of either House of Parliament.  

(4)Where functions of a library authority have been transferred to the Secretary of 
State under subsection (2) above he may at any time by order transfer those 
functions back to the authority, and the order may contain such supplemental 
provisions as may appear to him to be expedient for that purpose.  

It is these powers that the Secretary of State has recently declined to use in respect of the 
half dozen or so cases referred for judicial review, on the grounds that they were not 
serious enough for him to intervene.157  

87. We suggested to some of our witnesses that there were good pragmatic reasons for the 
Secretary of State to refrain from intervening at present: the sheer scale of the budget cuts 
meant that so many closures and other changes were being proposed that he would simply 
be overwhelmed if he intervened. The response was that, nevertheless, he had a statutory 
duty to fulfil.158 Andrew Coburn summed up the reason why campaigners thought it 
appropriate for there to be responsibility at a national level for a service which, they agreed, 
had to reflect local needs and be delivered locally:  

it is a de facto national service. I can go into my local library and discover that the 
nearest copy of the book I want to borrow is in Keswick; I live in Essex, but I can get 
that book, perhaps not the next day, but very quickly. There are all sorts of other 
aspects that make it a national service, and, therefore, there is a place for some 
national governance, for want of a better word.159 

88. The local authorities, on the other hand, favoured the current light-touch approach to 
supervision and, if anything, would have preferred the Secretary of State to have no powers 
to intervene.160 They placed heavy emphasis on learning from one another, and particularly 
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on the role of the Local Government Association in disseminating information, conducting 
peer reviews, and generally promoting different models of good practice.161 

89. Alan Davey of the Arts Council explained why, in his opinion, it was wrong to rely 
solely on the process of judicial review to decide whether local authorities were fulfilling 
their statutory duty to provide a comprehensive and efficient library service: “the judicial 
cases all focus on process and no one is talking about policy, about innovation, about 
where libraries could be going, about why libraries do matter to people, how they could 
matter to people more.”162 Sue Charteris, who had similar concerns, considered that this 
pointed to a need to amend the 1964 Act, not so much to remove responsibility from the 
Secretary of State, but to make him more ‘proactive’: to give him a clear role in relation to 
areas that needed to be addressed at national level (for example, negotiating digital access 
and using scale to achieve savings in the purchase of goods and services) and to make his 
supervisory role more akin to that of the relevant Secretaries of State in respect of the 
health and education services.163 To some extent, Ministers are already assuming a more 
active role in relation to national objectives: the DCMS is now working with other 
government departments to explore the possibility of providing Wi-Fi in every library in 
England by 2015.164  

90. The Minister said that he intended to hold discussions with the Chartered Institute of 
Finance and Accountancy (CIPFA) about the re-structuring of the statistics they collected 
from local authorities to ‘flag up’ possible areas of concern relating to expenditure on 
libraries. He added that he wanted to develop a ‘proper partnership’ between CIPFA and 
the Arts Council.165 Subsequently, he announced that CIPFA had developed ‘comparative 
profile reports’ to enable fair comparisons to be made between comparable local 
authorities in the way in which they delivered library services. The Minister denied this was 
a reimposition of inflexible library standards; it was intended to enable the DCMS to ask 
questions if, for example, there were wide divergences in the apparent efficiency of 
expenditure on books. To this end, the DCMS was commissioning reports on all library 
authorities in England, to be completed in December 2012 and to be made available to the 
public as well as councillors, MPs and other interested parties.166 

91. The Minister considered that the role given to the Secretary of State by the 1964 Act 
was still of value. He said: 

There is an interesting debate going on, if you like, a perspective certainly from local 
authorities that would like the Act repealed. They do not want a superintending duty. 
They do not want it to be a statutory duty. They want complete freedom, so they 
regard it as frustrating that they have to account to us. I would say it is good that they 
are frustrated that they have to account to us because it shows that we are taking an 
active interest in what they are doing. I do not think that superintendent function is 
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redundant. I am not sure the exact question was asked in the transcript, but I think it 
is in the mind of every local authority when it looks at its library service: will we 
breach our duty? What will happen if we go too far? Will we be called in by the 
Department?167 

92. It would be possible to remove the Secretary of State altogether from any role in respect 
of libraries by repealing sections 1 and 10 of the 1964 Act, and making any consequential 
amendments; but, though it has the benefits of simplicity and clarity, this is not entirely 
satisfactory. The more libraries develop their role in order to deliver national goals, 
whether in education or in promising new areas such as public health, the more they match 
the model of a ‘national service delivered locally’ rather than just a ‘local service’. 
Consequently, there is an argument for retaining an element of national oversight. The 
current situation, however, where the Secretary of State has considerable reserve 
powers but is unwilling at present to use them, satisfies no one. One of the key problems 
for those trying to conduct judicial reviews of local decisions is that, since the revocation of 
the library standards, there is no national definition of ‘comprehensive and efficient’. We 
have already recommended that the Secretary of State issue guidance on what, in broad 
terms, constitutes a good library service. We note that the Arts Council’s libraries team is 
based in all the regions and is intended to advise on best practice. This team could also 
be used to feed information on potential problem areas back to the DCMS. This system 
of advice backed up by intelligence should both help councils to adapt their approach to 
reductions in the library service—which may serve to reduce the recourse to judicial 
review—and enable the Secretary of State to give a swifter and clearer response to any 
complaints or judicial referrals. Section 10 of the 1964 Act then really would be a final 
resort. 

93. We are attracted by Sue Charteris’s outline of a modern approach to the Secretary 
of State’s supervisory duty, with its emphasis on developing the service, promoting best 
practice and supporting the service through intervention at a national level in areas 
where there are potential efficiencies of scale. This leaves responsibility for both 
determining and meeting local needs to the local authorities, where it should rest. It 
also—as we discuss below—fits the stance taken by the Arts Council in respect of its 
advisory role for libraries. We do not think that adopting this approach would require 
any amendment to legislation, as the Secretary of State already has the duty of 
‘promoting the improvement’ of library services. 

94. We note one suggestion of a small but significant change to the current procedures and 
practices relating to the Secretary of State’s powers to call a local inquiry into the actions of 
a library authority. Sue Charteris argued forcefully that the Public Libraries (Inquiries 
Procedure) Rules 1992 were virtually unworkable and so adversarial that they hindered, 
rather than helped, to solve the underlying problem. She believed that they should be 
changed.168 We concur.    

95. We briefly explored whether it made sense for the DCMS to continue with 
responsibility for libraries, given the DCMS gives no direct funding for libraries but instead 
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national funding comes from the Department for Communities and Local Government. 
Our witnesses were divided on this question, but were generally of the view that the 
identity of the parent department mattered less than the political commitment to the 
service.169 

Role of the Arts Council 

96. When we heard from its Chief Executive in February, the Arts Council had only 
recently taken over some of the role and responsibilities of the Museums, Libraries and 
Archives Council (MLA). The Arts Council saw its role in relation to libraries as two-fold: 
it had to provide the Secretary of State with information (such as on the extent of closures), 
and it had to assist with the Secretary of State’s duty to promote the improvement of library 
services, which it saw mainly in terms of spreading good practice. Formally, it took over 
from its predecessor responsibility for the Future Libraries programme. The Arts Council 
did not, however, have the ‘semi-supervisory’ role of the body it replaced, a sort of 
devolution of the Secretary of State’s statutory duty to superintend the service. This duty 
was anyway—in the view of the Chief Executive—“not terribly well-defined” and he argued 
it properly and firmly rested with the DCMS itself.170 

97. Moreover, as the Chief Executive admitted, the amount of money allocated to libraries 
within the Arts Council’s budget, was “tiny”: £230,000 or about £76 per library.171 This 
fund, which is part of the Libraries Development Initiative launched in November 2011, is 
intended to fund 13 projects to “test new approaches to library service delivery.”172 The 
Chief Executive denied that libraries were a low priority for his organisation, arguing that, 
rather than regarding them as a simple add-on to museums, the Arts Council viewed the 
role of libraries as popular and trusted local institutions with a strong role to play in 
encouraging people throughout the country to engage more with culture.173 He also said 
that an area he wished to develop was increasing access by libraries to lottery funds: many 
library services had been unaware that they were eligible to apply for these, and he thought 
the Arts Council could help improve both application and success rates for libraries.174 
After we had finished taking oral evidence, on 28 June, the Minister announced that the 
Arts Council was allocating £6 million from its Grants for the Arts programme for library 
authorities to work with arts and cultural organisations on projects to promote art and 
cultural activities.175 Applications for this funding opened on 27 September 2012 and the 
programme is due to finish in March 2015. 

98. The Minister acknowledged that the abolition of the Museums, Archives and Libraries 
Council had caused disquiet, especially as the Arts Council was in receipt of a smaller 
grant-in-aid than its predecessor. He noted that the MLA had already reduced its staff by 
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half and had closed its regional offices by 2010; he argued, moreover, that it did not have a 
separate cadre of library staff. He stated that the Arts Council was spending more on 
library development projects and its consultation programme than the MLA had.176 He 
hoped that the Arts Council would fulfil the function of a “libraries development agency”, a 
resource for collecting and disseminating best practice and for providing support where 
needed, rather than an Ofsted-style inspectorate.177 

99. Our other witnesses seemed largely satisfied with the part played by the Arts Council so 
far, with both librarians and local authorities expressing approval of its commitment to the 
spread of best practice, and with CILIP and Sue Charteris encouraging it to work closely 
with the Local Government Association and professional bodies to develop advice and 
support.178  

100. We have no doubt that the Arts Council will fulfil its duties in respect of libraries 
efficiently and with enthusiasm. Its decision immediately to start a major consultation 
on how libraries should look in the future bodes well. However, rightly or wrongly, the 
demise of the Museums, Libraries and Archives Council—and the transfer of libraries 
to a much larger body with a more circumscribed responsibility for the service and a 
very low direct budget allocation for it—contributes to an impression that the library 
service in general is being afforded a lower priority than in the past. In the current 
climate, it is inevitable that library services will be asked to bear their share of local 
authority cuts and in some areas be rationalised, even though others have committed to 
keeping all libraries open. We believe, however, that all those involved in providing this 
service to the public—local authorities, Arts Council and the Secretary of State—need 
to work harder to demonstrate that it is still much-valued and has a promising future.  
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Conclusions and recommendations 

1. The Public Library Service Standards shared the flaws of those imposed elsewhere in 
the public sector, in that they concentrated on the measurable rather than giving a 
rounded indication of the quality of service—let alone its responsiveness to changing 
customer needs and demands. It is noteworthy that most of our witnesses wanted a 
broader and more permissive approach on the interpretation of ‘comprehensive and 
efficient’. (Paragraph 31) 

2. Local authorities are having to take decisions now about the funding and shape of 
the library service but a number appear insufficiently aware of the available guidance 
on the definition of ‘comprehensive and efficient’. They also appear to lack 
information about the requirements emerging from multiple judicial reviews. It is 
not cost-effective for policy to be made by judicial review and it undermines 
democratic accountability. While we are firmly of the view that decisions ultimately 
are for local authorities in the light of local needs, the provision of public libraries is 
mandatory and local authorities should be assisted to understand what is expected of 
them under the Act and subsequent guidance. We recommend that the Secretary of 
State provide all local library authorities with the guidance arising from the Arts 
Council’s consultation exercise as swiftly as possible, and to take that opportunity 
again to remind local authorities of the recommendations of the Charteris Report.  
(Paragraph 36) 

3. It may not be possible or even desirable to retain every existing library building, but 
wholesale closures are unlikely to facilitate an appropriate level of service. The key to 
ensuring that an adequate—and preferably a good— library service is available to the 
whole local population appears to be the retention of a distributed service, in 
accessible locations, but with flexibility over whether the service is provided in 
dedicated library buildings, in other locations, via mobile libraries, or in any other 
way that best fits local needs. (Paragraph 54) 

4. Staff costs are a significant and have been an increasing proportion of library costs 
and, if the service is losing up to 35% of its budget,  some staff cuts are inevitable. As 
with other cuts, however, local authorities need to give careful consideration to how 
to do least damage to the service provided to the public now and for the future. They 
must ensure that they retain enough experienced and/or professionally qualified staff 
to develop the services on offer to the public to reflect changing needs, and to 
support the growing number of volunteers both within their core library service and 
in any community libraries that may be established locally.  (Paragraph 60) 

5. Some very good models of co-operation between library authorities already exist. 
Local authorities must ensure that they maintain and improve co-operation, both 
across boundaries and nationally, as this will free money for front-line library 
services. It is short-sighted to reduce co-operation at this time of financial constraint.  
(Paragraph 74) 

6. Volunteers have long been a valuable and valued part of the library service, and there 
are places where their work may help the local community to retain at least some 
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ability to borrow books and access reference material.  It will require considerable 
dedication by the volunteers and, as the Isle of Wight example shows, the financial 
costs may be high, even if buildings are made available at a nominal rent. It is not 
clear how sustainable some of these community libraries may be, nor what impact 
the change will have on some of the outreach work conducted by libraries, 
particularly in relation to children and reading. It is clear, however, that community 
libraries will fail unless given at least some support by the local authority in terms of 
access to stock (including new stock), retaining computer equipment and IT support, 
and access to the advice and assistance of professional library staff. It would be very 
helpful to councils to receive some guidance from the DCMS on best practice in the 
provision of support. Councils which have transferred the running of libraries to 
community volunteers must above all, however, continue to give them the necessary 
support, otherwise they may wither on the vine and therefore be viewed as closures 
by stealth.     (Paragraph 79) 

7.  There may be many other potential models for providing library services than those 
discussed in this report. We urge the DCMS, Arts Council and Local Government 
Association to evaluate the effectiveness of the different models being developed 
round the country and to produce an analysis for councils by the end of 2013. 
(Paragraph 82) 

8. We very much welcome the commitment given to us by the Minister to produce a 
report by the end of 2014 on the cumulative effect on library services of the reduction 
in local-authority provision and the growth of alternatives such as community 
libraries.  We look forward to receiving that report. Enthusiasm over the scope for 
volunteer involvement, and for new models of provision, is fine, but—given the 
importance of library services—a systematic look at the impact of funding cuts and 
organisation changes is needed to assess the durability of new approaches over time. 
(Paragraph 83) 

9. there is an argument for retaining an element of national oversight. The current 
situation, however, where the Secretary of State has considerable reserve powers but 
is unwilling at present to use them, satisfies no one.   We note that the Arts Council’s 
libraries team is based in all the regions and is intended to advise on best practice. 
This team could also be used to feed information on potential problem areas back to 
the DCMS. This system of advice backed up by intelligence should both help 
councils to adapt their approach to reductions in the library service—which may 
serve to reduce the recourse to judicial review—and enable the Secretary of State to 
give a swifter and clearer response to any complaints or judicial referrals. Section 10 
of the 1964 Act then really would be a final resort. (Paragraph 92) 

10. We are attracted by Sue Charteris’s outline of a modern approach to the Secretary of 
State’s supervisory duty, with its emphasis on developing the service, promoting best 
practice and supporting the service through intervention at a national level in areas 
where there are potential efficiencies of scale. This leaves responsibility for both 
determining and meeting local needs to the local authorities, where it should rest. It 
also—as we discuss below—fits the stance taken by the Arts Council in respect of its 
advisory role for libraries. We do not think that adopting this approach would 
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require any amendment to legislation, as the Secretary of State already has the duty 
of ‘promoting the improvement’ of library services. (Paragraph 93) 

11. We note one suggestion of a small but significant change to the current procedures 
and practices relating to the Secretary of State’s powers to call a local inquiry into the 
actions of a library authority. Sue Charteris argued forcefully that the Public 
Libraries (Inquiries Procedure) Rules 1992 were virtually unworkable and so 
adversarial that they hindered, rather than helped, to solve the underlying 
problem. She believed that they should be changed. We concur. (Paragraph 94) 

12. We have no doubt that the Arts Council will fulfil its duties in respect of libraries 
efficiently and with enthusiasm. Its decision immediately to start a major 
consultation on how libraries should look in the future bodes well. However, rightly 
or wrongly, the demise of the Museums, Libraries and Archives Council—and the 
transfer of libraries to a much larger body with a more circumscribed responsibility 
for the service and a very low direct budget allocation for it—contributes to an 
impression that the library service in general is being afforded a lower priority than 
in the past. In the current climate, it is inevitable that library services will be asked to 
bear their share of local authority cuts and in some areas be rationalised, even though 
others have committed to keeping all libraries open. We believe, however, that all 
those involved in providing this service to the public—local authorities, Arts Council 
and the Secretary of State—need to work harder to demonstrate that it is still much-
valued and has a promising future.  (Paragraph 100) 
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